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INTRODUCTION

On April 24, 2016, thirty-eight-year-old Terrill Thomas died of thirst inside his Milwaukee County cell, a mere nine days after being arrested.1 Corrections officers moved Thomas, who suffered from bipolar disorder, to solitary confinement after he flooded his previous cell and was behaving erratically.2 Neighboring cellmates stated that correctional officers had shut off the water to his cell.3 Cellmates also heard Thomas begging for water in the days leading up to his death.4 The medical examiner ruled his death a homicide by dehydration.5

A year earlier and hundreds of miles away in Virginia, authorities discovered twenty-four-year-old Jamycheal Mitchell, who had a long history of battling psychosis, had starved to death alone in solitary confinement.6 In April 2015, Virginia police officers arrested Mitchell for stealing five dollars-worth of snacks from a convenience store.7 In the four months of his detention, Mitchell had lost forty pounds.8 A medical examiner stated that Mitchell was “nearly cachectic,” or severely malnourished, at his time of death.9 Mitchell’s fellow inmates reported that jail staff had deprived Mitchell of meals, cut off water to his cell, and deprived him of clothes, bedding, and shoes.10

In Alabama prisons, the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) has documented cases of jail staff misleading blind inmates and coercing them to sign “do not resuscitate” orders; diabetic inmates who have lost ligaments because they could not get their necessary medication; and officials who deprive, or change, anti-psychotic and anti-depressant medication for inmates with mental illnesses, which sometimes results in the inmates committing suicide.11 SPLC

---
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sued the Alabama Department of Corrections (ADOC) in 2014 after an investigation. In 2017, a federal court granted SPLC’s motion for an emergency injunction requesting that ADOC “secure a measure of basic compliance with [inmate’s] constitutional rights” that would “protect against immediate threat to human life,” after an inmate who testified in the case committed suicide just ten days after taking the stand.

Cases highlighting institutional failures of the criminal justice system have become more common as advocates call for government accountability, improved conditions for inmates, and criminal justice reform. Criminal justice reform advocates, the public, and government officials have been looking for ways to prevent human rights abuses in the criminal justice system. The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) offers a solution: the criminal justice system should adopt the sentinel event review systems used by the medical, military, and aviation sectors to review negative events and implement proactive changes to prevent future negative events from happening. Like the medical, military, and aviation sectors, the criminal justice system, is “comprised of many working parts.” When a negative event happens in the criminal justice system, it is unlikely the result of a single actor. Multiple factors, or decision points, result in the negative event. Therefore, negative events may reveal underlying weaknesses in the criminal justice system. And, when the criminal justice system fails in its “most critical function[s] . . . the government should step in to determine the causes of the failure and identify appropriate reforms.”

State governments should learn from the medical and aviation sectors and adopt sentinel event review to improve their criminal justice system. Based on this premise, this Article proceeds in four Parts. Part I illustrates negative events in the criminal justice system that give rise to criminal justice reforms. Part II defines sentinel event review systems and how the criminal justice system could incorporate the model to address system failures. Part III discusses the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Justice Programs and the National Institute of Justice (NIJ)’s criminal justice reform efforts. Part IV considers the impact of the transformative changes in the criminal justice system on the broader community and society.


15 Id.
Institute of Justice’s sentinel event review system implementation efforts across the country. Part IV discusses sentinel events specifically in Nevada’s criminal justice system and what Nevada is currently doing to address problems within its criminal justice system. Lastly, Part V, this Note’s conclusion, discusses why states, like Nevada, should adopt sentinel event review as a permanent front-end and back-end review process.

I. CURRENT FAILURES IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM CALL FOR SYSTEMIC REVIEW

Addressing criminal justice errors is an essential part of criminal justice reform. Cases like Terrill Thomas’s and Jamychael Mitchell’s do not occur in a vacuum; there is unlikely a single individual to be blamed. Instead, these tragedies are often the result of multiple actors, policies, and external factors. They signal larger, systemic failures in the justice system that only come to light after a “sentinel event.”

Sentinel events in the criminal justice system can occur before and after convictions, in policing contacts, pre-trial detention, and post-conviction detention. Sentinel events in the criminal justice system may include: “[a] police-citizen encounter that unexpectedly turns violent”; “[t]he release from prison of a person who quickly reoffends”; “[i]n-custody deaths or injuries, including self-harm and suicide in prisons”; “[t]he wrongful arrest or conviction of an innocent person”; “[v]iolations of an individual’s right to a speedy trial”; “[i]n[effect]ive assistance of counsel or lack of access to sufficient legal assistance”; and “[u]nreasonable delays in forensic evidence processing.” Cases of inmates dying because of inadequate medical attention have pervaded the news-sphere and call for an increased accountability on abusive policing and detention practices. So, too, have cases of wrongful convictions called for scrutiny after developments in DNA testing. Improved DNA testing has un-

---

16 See, e.g., Carma Hassan et al., Sandra Bland’s Family Settles for $1.9M in Wrongful Death Suit, CNN (Sept. 15, 2016), http://www.cnn.com/2016/09/15/us/sandrabland-wrongful-death-settlement/ [https://perma.cc/PZ2Z-NRSR]. Sandra Bland’s story is an example of a police interaction that escalated and resulted with the death of a pre-trial detainee. As demonstrated by the stories in Part I, infra, sentinel events can occur at any point in the justice system continuum. Accordingly, sentinel event review will vary depending on the case at hand.


18 See supra INTRODUCTION.

covered cases where law enforcements tampered with evidence. For example, in 2017, Kansas officials exonerated a man after he served twenty-three years in jail. That same year, after a police informant admitted to fabricating his story during an investigation, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo commuted an inmate who had served twenty-six years in prison for a murder he did not commit. These are just two instances of criminal justice systems failing to account for error regarding wrongful convictions.

Sentinel event review may be particularly instructive in assessing pre-trial detention programs. In Chicago, for example, 95 percent of the more than 8,000 inmates in 2016 were pre-trial detainees. Pre-trial detainees languish in jail simply because they cannot afford to post bail. This wait “permanently set[s] their lives off-course, causing them to lose jobs, custody of their children, their housing, and even their lives.”

Notwithstanding the collateral consequences of detention, pre-trial detainees’ mental health may deteriorate behind bars. Pre-trial detainees are more likely to commit suicide. In fact, according to the United States Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), 40 percent of inmate suicides in county jails occur in the first seven days of detention due to “shock of confinement.” In 2015, the BJS revealed suicide as the leading cause of death in state and county jails.

---
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tionally, pre-trial detainees in county jails had a significantly higher suicide rate than those in federal prisons.\textsuperscript{28}

The shock of confinement has become a national topic of debate following the contentious death of Sandra Bland in Waller County, Texas in 2015.\textsuperscript{29} Sandra Bland’s story sparked national media attention after a “dash-cam” video showed a Texas police officer using excessive force to take Bland out of her car after she failed to use a turn signal.\textsuperscript{30} The officer arrested Bland and—just three days later—officials found her body hanging in her jail cell.\textsuperscript{31} Sandra Bland’s, Terrill Thomas’s, and Jamycheal Mitchell’s deaths are not isolated incidents. Rather, they illustrate how the criminal justice system has failed—and continues to fail—those in custody. They also call for government officials to hold individual officers accountable while simultaneously reforming the criminal justice system.

II. SENTINEL EVENT REVIEW AS A CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM INITIATIVE: PREVENTING “ACCIDENTS WAITING TO HAPPEN”\textsuperscript{32}

The criminal justice system is vulnerable to organizational error because it relies on human actors, their judgment, and ultimate decision-making authority.\textsuperscript{33} This discretion induces errors.\textsuperscript{34} As an inherently complex process, it “relies on the contributions of hosts of legal actors, including witnesses, investigators, lawyers, jurors, and judges.”\textsuperscript{35} In turn, these actors rely on their “memories, inferences, judgments and decisions, and the ensuing verdicts are unlikely to be any better than their constitutive ingredients.”\textsuperscript{36} Each decision point can lead to errors out of mere negligence or institutional errors. These decision points and errors present an opportunity for justice system professionals to respond, change course, and improve outcomes.

Mass incarceration is an example of organizational error. Mass incarceration has created an environment that is both unsustainable and particularly harmful to low-income individuals in the United States. In a Harvard Law Review article, President Barack Obama wrote that “[t]here is a growing consensus across the U.S. political spectrum that the extent of incarceration in the

\textsuperscript{28} Kaste, supra note 25.
\textsuperscript{29} Hassan et. al., supra note 16.
\textsuperscript{30} Id.
\textsuperscript{31} Id.
\textsuperscript{34} Id.
\textsuperscript{35} Id.
\textsuperscript{36} Id.
United States is not just unnecessary but also unsustainable.\textsuperscript{37} Communities of color are disproportionately affected by the criminal justice system’s failings.\textsuperscript{38} Prisons and jails have become warehouses for the poor—taxing them to enter and taxing them leave.\textsuperscript{39} These “debtor's prisons” perpetuate a cycle of mass incarceration that permanently scars individuals and sentences them to be sub-class citizens who are barred from working, voting, and housing because their criminal background strips what remaining civil rights they had, essentially sentencing them to “civil death.”\textsuperscript{40} The United States spends $80 billion annually to incarcerate 2.2 million men and women and this system is undermined by system errors in community policing, skewed sentencing, and wrongful convictions.\textsuperscript{41} As President Obama put it,

[W]e simply cannot afford to spend $80 billion [just to] to write off the seventy million Americans—that’s almost one in three adults—with some form of criminal record, to release 600,000 inmates each year without a better program to reintegrate them into society, or to ignore the humanity of 2.2 million men and women currently in U.S. jails and prisons and over 11 million men and women moving in and out of U.S. jails every year.\textsuperscript{42}

Thus, the effectiveness and legitimacy of the justice system depend on how it carries out its core functions, the public’s trust in it, and the understanding that the system is not perfect, but trusting government officials to correct the criminal justice system where necessary.\textsuperscript{43}

After decades of political opposition to mass incarceration reforms, stakeholders have come to realize that the “stern discipline approach” is no longer

\textsuperscript{37} Barack Obama, \textit{The President's Role in Advancing Criminal Justice Reform}, 130 Harv. L. Rev. 811, 817 (2017).

\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Id.} at 820.


\textsuperscript{41} Obama, \textit{supra} note 36, at 815, 835–60.

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.} at 815.

Criminal justice reform must start at the state and local level because state and local governments have the policing powers and house 90 percent of the prison population. The federal government’s role has recently been to identify and evaluate evidence-based programs in the federal system, then provide grant funding and technical assistance to states to implement the model. Enter, sentinel event review.

A. What are Sentinel Events and Sentinel Event Reviews?

“Sentinel events” is a term of art used in high-risk environments, like the medical and aviation sectors, to classify negative events or errors: something that should not have happened, but did, and caused harm. A sentinel event is “a bad outcome that no one wants repeated and that signals the existence of underlying weaknesses in the system.” They signal a systemic failure, an inadequacy in the system’s structure and component parts. Rather than looking for a single bad decision, sentinel event review acknowledges that system errors are the result of compounded factors: bad decisions, policies, and/or actors. System errors can be graded on a scale based on the risk of harm each presents: near misses, being the least harmful; adverse events, causing a small degree of harm; or sentinel events, resulting in actual harm to a person. Put differently, they are “‘organizational accidents’ in which complex events comprising small mistakes combined with each other and with latent conditions hidden in the system to produce unexpected tragedies.”

Sentinel event review is a dynamic process for identifying negative events, responding to these events, and implementing changes to prevent similar negative events from occurring in the future. A sentinel event triggers an immediate root-cause analysis. A sentinel event review gathers a team of stakeholders to identify missed red flags, brainstorm, and implement a variety of changes to prevent the negative event from happening again. The strength of sentinel event

---

44 Obama, supra note 36, at 820.
45 Id. at 838.
46 See id. at 838–39.
47 MENDING JUSTICE, supra note 43, at 1.
48 Id. A sentinel event can also be a “significant, unexpected negative outcome that signals a weakness in the system or process. Sentinel events are the result of compounded errors and—if properly analyzed and addressed—may provide important keys to strengthening the system and preventing future adverse events or outcomes.” James M. Doyle, Learning from Error in the Criminal Justice System: Sentinel Event Reviews, in NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE, MENDING JUSTICE: SENTINEL EVENT REVIEWS 3 (2014), https://ncjrs.gov/pdfsfiles1/nij/247141.pdf [https://perma.cc/E4YY-C63C].
49 Id. at 6.
51 Doyle, supra note 48, at 2–3, 14.
52 Id. at 16.
review is that it rejects a culture of blame, embracing instead a culture of safety and professionalism. Sentinel event review does not, however, replace liability. It is a proactive approach to understanding that a system run by humans is prone to mistakes. Therefore, sentinel event review provides a continuous, forward-thinking, and collaborative approach to improve system functions.

1. Sentinel Event Review in the Medical Field

The regulatory and accrediting body for hospitals in the United States, the Joint Commission, adopted the Sentinel Event Policy in 1996 to assist hospitals to prevent adverse, or “sentinel,” events unrelated to a patient’s underlying condition, and to implement corrective actions through a systematic evaluation process.53

The Joint Commission defines a sentinel event as one that “reaches a patient and results in any of the following: [d]eath, [p]ermanent harm, [or] [s]evere temporary harm and intervention required to sustain life.”54 The Joint Commission adopted the Institute of Medicine’s definition of “quality” as “the degree to which health services for individuals and populations increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge.”55 Healthcare organizations achieve patient safety by preventing “errors and adverse effects to patients that are associated with health care.”56

By categorizing sentinel events as organizational accidents instead of individual errors, sentinel event review focuses on results—preventive institutional policy change.57 Sentinel event review is a “way to account for unintended tragic outcomes, to learn lessons from our errors, and to use these lessons to reduce future risks.”58 Sentinel event reviews address concerns by encompassing all stakeholders, anticipating future emergencies, and critically assessing mistakes. Those deemed “stakeholders” may vary from setting to setting but can include front-line workers, management, administrators, policymakers, and representatives from civil society. Sentinel event reviews are also “means for mobilizing and sharing the lessons of sentinel events in an ongoing conversation among practitioners, researchers, and policymakers.”59

---
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57 See id.
58 Doyle, supra note 48, at 3.
59 Id.
For example, in the medical sector, one medical sentinel event review team discovered seventeen common errors that led to sentinel events. This included: a patient prematurely leaving the hospital after staff overlooked conflicting patient charts, a doctor operating on the wrong patient because staff had inadvertently draped the patient’s face, and medication errors causing unexpected patient deaths because staff overlooked contra-indicatory stickers.\footnote{Id.}

2. Sentinel Event Review in Other Systems

The United States military also uses sentinel event review to prevent harm and organizational error. Military “after-action reviews” are used to improve system performance and give leaders the opportunity to learn from their mistakes without repercussions.\footnote{Id.} In an after-action review, the Army convenes “all the system actors to discuss their role and performance.”\footnote{John Chisholm, Moving Beyond a Culture of Defensiveness and Isolation, in NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE, MENDING JUSTICE: SENTINEL EVENT REVIEWS 20 (2014), https://ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/247141.pdf [https://perma.cc/E4YY-C63C].} The Army recognizes that “most missions involve multiple organizations, often with diverse responsibilities and priorities.”\footnote{Id.} As such, the after-action review process does “not seek blame; it seeks clarity and elevate[s] even small support players to coequal status in the discussion.”\footnote{Id.} Using after-action reviews, the Army learned that it was usually the “most undervalued part of the operation [that] was the primary cause of failure.”\footnote{Id.}

B. Sentinel Event Review in the Federal Justice System

In recent years, policymakers have considered how the criminal justice system could benefit from adopting sentinel event review. In 2014, the United States Department of Justice Office of Justice Programs (OJP) and National Institute of Justice (NIJ) released their report, “Mending Justice,” on sentinel event review as a criminal justice tool.\footnote{Id.} James Doyle, a visiting fellow with the NIJ, discusses how the criminal justice system could learn from the medical sector by adopting the “sentinel event review system” to prevent error. Error, in the criminal justice system, can be a: “wrongful arrest, the wrongful release from prison of a dangerous offender who harms another victim, the conviction of an innocent person, [or] a wrongful police shooting.”\footnote{Id.}

In the criminal justice system, “[e]rrors often go undetected and, when they are detected, the detection frequently seems to be the result of extraordinary
luck or perseverance after many years.”\textsuperscript{68} Doyle argues that errors in the criminal justice system are a result of organizational error—a combination of cascade errors and not the result of a single actor.\textsuperscript{69} Yet, most criminal justice systems fail to fully assess errors by using narrow system-review methods.

There are two types of error-review approaches: (1) “bad apples,” and (2) “Swiss-cheese models.”\textsuperscript{70} The bad-apple approach blames a single person and the inquiry ends.\textsuperscript{71} For example, a law enforcement agency could identify a single officer who tampered with evidence that ultimately resulted in a wrongful conviction. The law enforcement agency could reprimand the officer and believe it had sufficiently addressed the issue. The bad-apple approach rectifies harm on a case-by-case basis. Whether a single officer is reprimanded or not does not affect the next wrongful conviction. By curtailing the review process and looking for a single wrongdoer, the bad-apple approach prevents meaningful institutional change.

On the other hand, jurisdictions that use a Swiss-cheese approach employ multiple task-forces and stakeholder groups across the state that work independently on a narrow aspect of a criminal justice initiative.\textsuperscript{72} Each organization works in a silo to review internal errors and implement changes within its specific organization.\textsuperscript{73} With the Swiss-cheese approach, organizations miss an opportunity to learn from, and coordinate with, other similarly situated organizations.\textsuperscript{74} The Swiss-cheese approach breaks off interdependent aspects of the criminal justice system and treats them as stand-alone components. Therefore, the Swiss-cheese approach prevents coordination and continuity across a jurisdiction.

The criminal justice system is not a structural “system.” It cannot be fixed by tightening gears or switching out parts.\textsuperscript{75} Instead, it functions as an ecosystem, “like a pond or a swamp in which something (funding, for example) dumped on the near coast has mysterious and unanticipated effects on the far shore.”\textsuperscript{76} As such, the “system” cannot be fixed solely with a structural ap-

\textsuperscript{68} Id.
\textsuperscript{69} Doyle, \textit{supra} note 48, at 8.
\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 5.
\textsuperscript{71} Id. at 5–6.
\textsuperscript{72} With “Swiss cheese” models, “error moves in a straight line from its origin to its tragic result unless it is blocked somewhere by one of a succession of barriers: a sequence of increasingly fine screens, each ‘inspecting’ the output of the preceding screen.” \textit{Id.} at 6. For example, in the criminal justice system, “an erroneous ‘wrong man’ prosecution must pass through a police supervisory screen, a crime lab screen, a prosecutorial screen, a grand jury screen, an adversary trial screen and an appellate review screen, among others, before it can take effect.” \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{73} \textit{See id.}
\textsuperscript{74} \textit{See id.}
\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 7.
\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 7.
proach; it requires a cultural approach. While introducing the NIJ’s report, former Attorney General Eric Holder stated that prosecutors “have an obligation to learn from the mistakes of the past and to work diligently to minimize the risk of future wrongful convictions” because avoiding errors was a “matter of professionalism, not social policy.”

He went on to say:

If we truly hope to get to the bottom of errors and reduce the chances of repeating them, then it is time we explore a new, system wide, way of responding, not by pointing fingers, but by forthrightly assessing our processes, looking for weaknesses in our methods, and redesigning our approach so that the truth will be more attainable.

Sentinel event reviews provide the remedy that Attorney General Holder was looking for. Sentinel event reviews generally have four elements: (1) the review must be a system-wide response with the appropriate stakeholders at the table; (2) it must not assign blame where a system error led to the sentinel event; (3) it must utilize a root-cause analysis to identify the weaknesses in policy or procedure; and (4) it must be both proactive and reactive, giving stakeholders the opportunity to implement change as needed.

Non-blaming is an essential element of sentinel event review. If a system reviews negative events by ascribing blame, it “drive[s] many valuable reports of errors underground and leave[s] latent system weaknesses unaddressed.” A blame-focused review system discourages reporting because no one wants to be blamed. Likewise, a blame-focused review system reinforces agencies to address errors in-house, therefore curtailing meaningful cross-system change.

A blame-focused review is antithetical to system change. A sentinel event is the aggregate of multiple interacting errors, and when it occurs it signals an underlying weakness in the system—not the mistake of an individual. For example, a wrongful conviction is “not the result of a single error,” there are multiple people and processes that impact the result. In cumulative error claims, often filed after a wrongful conviction, a court will find that a “petitioner’s due process right to a fundamentally fair trial was violated because of the aggregate effect of multiple errors.” Sentinel events in the justice system shed light on

---
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wide systemic issues that implicate the decisions, or errors, of legislators, policymakers, and judges. 88

Like sentinel events in the medical field, sentinel events in the criminal justice context are not single-cause events. Sentinel events in the criminal justice context include “wrongful arrest[s], [a] wrongful release from prison of a dangerous offender who later harms another victim, the conviction of an innocent person, [or] a wrongful police shooting.” 89 These errors go largely undetected, if at all, and when they are detected, it is usually after the victim invests years in investigating the error. 90

The goal is preventing organizational error, but the criminal justice system presently “lacks what ... other high-risk enterprises have found essential” in preventing organizational error. 91 The criminal justice system lacks “a non-blaming, all-stakeholder, forward-leaning mechanism” to take lessons learned from sentinel events and implement changes through a system wide mechanism that goes beyond merely “disciplining rulebreakers and render[ing] similar errors less likely in the future.” 92 Current blame-centered review mechanisms tend to assign blame to a single officer who will often be fired, which incentivizes other officers not to report errors. 93 Adopting sentinel event review’s non-blaming culture would still hold individuals accountable. This is so because the agency takes ownership of its system failures that did not anticipate and prevent the individual’s action that caused the negative event in the first place. 94

1. Current Initiatives: Back-end, Front-end, and Ongoing Review

The goal of the sentinel event review “is not to mobilize a performance review aimed at an individual whenever some front-page catastrophe occurs, but to develop a regular practice of conducting an all-stakeholders, all-ranks, non-blaming, event review whenever a learning opportunity arises.” 95 That opportunity arises in tragedy, “near miss,” or “good catch” situations alike. 96 A back-end review system is insufficient because the back-end system responds only after the error has occurred. Similarly, front-end reviews of “near-misses” alone are insufficient because they also disregard the important information that

88 Doyle, supra note 48, at 4–5.
89 MENDING JUSTICE, supra note 43, at 1.
90 Id. at 2.
91 Id. at 1.
92 Id. (emphasis added).
93 Id.
94 Janette Sheil et al., Imagining Sentinel Event Reviews in the U.S. Probation and Pretrial Services System, FED. PROB., Sept. 2016, at 34.
95 Id.
96 Id.
could result from an ongoing, multi-point system review.\textsuperscript{97} If we have “paid the price” for one mistake, we should learn from it to prevent future harm.\textsuperscript{98}

Front-end reviews are an opportunity to anticipate future negative events and change course. Front-end reviews result in creating and adopting evidenced-based best practices, may call for new legislation, and improved data collection.\textsuperscript{99} In corrections, agencies have adopted pre-trial risk assessments “to identify persons on supervision who are at greater likelihood of committing an offense specifically” to reduce the prison population.\textsuperscript{100} However, “very little has been done to develop systems and processes that are keyed to reduce the risk of such an event” in the first place.\textsuperscript{101} Sentinel event review allows a clearer understanding of how to prevent such a risk.\textsuperscript{102}

2. Testing Sentinel Event Reviews in Pilot Sites

In 2014, after the NIJ released “Mending Justice,” they began testing the feasibility of sentinel event review in three “beta sites” comprised of Milwaukee, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.\textsuperscript{103} The beta sites received no funding from NIJ and little logistical support.\textsuperscript{104} The beta sites selected a past sentinel event and worked through the challenges of implementing sentinel event review in their jurisdictions. The beta testing aimed to answer questions, like whether sentinel event review is feasible in a criminal justice system, what types of events should qualify, who should be on the team and who should lead it, and how to achieve a non-blaming focused process, along with assessing benefits and challenges.\textsuperscript{105} Some key takeaways from the beta testing include: (1) cases selected for review should be final, meaning there are no pending civil or criminal appeals that would adversely affect the review process;\textsuperscript{106} (2) stakeholders on the review team should a mixture include “boots-on-the-ground” staff, leadership, and representatives from other systems, such as public or mental health officials that interface with the justice system;\textsuperscript{107} (3) the facilitator may be an employee, government representative, or senior-staff member—what is important is that the facilitator is well-versed on sentinel event review methodolo-

\textsuperscript{97} Cutino, supra note 32, at 1065.
\textsuperscript{98} Sheil et al., supra note 93, at 33.
\textsuperscript{100} Sheil et al., supra note 93, at 35.
\textsuperscript{101} Id.
\textsuperscript{102} Id.
\textsuperscript{103} NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE, supra note 99, at 2.
\textsuperscript{104} Id.
\textsuperscript{106} NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE, supra note 99, at 4.
\textsuperscript{107} Id. at 5.
gy, has rapport with the members and is intellectually curious.\textsuperscript{108} (4) the team should adopt a non-blaming and continual self-improvement focus,\textsuperscript{109} and (5) the team should have ground rules and defined inputs and outputs.\textsuperscript{110} The beta testing also brought uncovered a series of challenges, namely, cross-agency data-sharing and collection and buy-in.\textsuperscript{111}

The NIJ has since awarded grants to four jurisdictions to implement further research some of the challenges identified in the beta sites’ sentinel event reviews and has compiled their findings in a Strategic Research and Implementation Plan to assist states that want to implement sentinel event review systems in their jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{112} The entities awarded and the purpose for which the grants would be used include: (1) “Texas State University will use concept mapping and social network analysis to examine criminal investigative failures in wrongful convictions and unsolved cases”; (2) “Vera Institute of Justice will develop, implement and evaluate a Self-Harm Analysis and Review Protocol (SHARP) for responding to cases of serious self-harm in the New York City jail with the aim of designing a nationally replicable sentinel event review model”; (3) “Researchers from Michigan State University, . . . Indiana University and . . . the Milwaukee Homicide Review Commission [to conduct a] gun homicide and non-fatal shooting review . . . to study issues such as privacy, resources needed, and the role of the facilitator”; and “(4) Researchers at the University of Pennsylvania’s Quattrone Center for the Administration of Fair Justice—in collaboration with the Philadelphia Police Department, District Attorney’s Office, Defender Association, and Court of Common Pleas—are evaluating the effectiveness of multidisciplinary review teams and includes creation of a database of errors and near-misses . . . to help prioritize negative outcomes for sentinel event review.”\textsuperscript{113}

The NIJ’s upcoming Sentinel Events Initiative Demonstration Project will test sentinel event review in twenty to twenty-five sites across the country.\textsuperscript{114} Through the Sentinel Events Initiative Demonstration Project, NIJ will provide technical assistance to guide states using sentinel event review with current cases and addressing perceived challenges such as dealing with media, liability, and confidentiality.\textsuperscript{115} NIJ is also exploring how states can use sentinel event
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3. Sentinel Event Review and Litigation

While sentinel event review is primarily a root-cause analysis method, governments may not wish to participate without immunity or without some mechanism to ensure that sentinel event review reports are undiscoverable in litigation. Whether the report is admissible will depend on a state’s “peer-review privileges, open-meeting laws, attorney work-product privileges, and public-record laws.”\footnote{Doyle, supra note 48, at 13.} In the medical context, opponents of sentinel event review call it a “lawsuit kit for plaintiffs’ attorneys.”\footnote{Sentinel Event Policy Changed, but It’s Still a ‘Lawsuit Kit’ for Attorneys, ACH MEDIA (Apr. 1, 1998), https://www.ahcmedia.com/articles/48089-sentinel-event-policy-changed-but-it-s-still-a-lawsuit-kit-for-attorneys [https://perma.cc/TW4L-DH3N].} For example, a Pennsylvania trial court held that a sentinel event report regarding a psychiatric malpractice case, submitted by a hospital to the Joint Commission, was privileged and undiscoverable.\footnote{Brink v. Mallik, No. 2013-CV-1314, 2015 WL 1387936 (C.P. Pa. March 27, 2015).} The ruling came after a the defendant-hospital asked the court to reconsider its order previously finding the report admissible.\footnote{Brink, No. 2015 WL 1387936, at *2; see also Wendy R.S. O’Connor, The Peer Review Protection Act (“PRPA”): Looking Back, Looking Ahead, PA. B. Ass’n Q., Apr. 2016, at 7.} Some states, including Pennsylvania, have enacted peer-review protection legislation for root-cause analysis reports that provide reviewers with limited immunity and makes reports not discoverable.\footnote{O’Connor, supra note 120, at 2.}

III. NEVADA AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

While Nevada is not a pilot site for NIJ’s National Demonstration Project, the state would benefit from adopting sentinel event review in its existing criminal justice reform efforts. Specifically, Nevada could benefit from sentinel event review to decrease wrongful convictions and improve inmate safety.

three of which occurred in 2017. As discussed above, sentinel event reviews provide a systematic, root-cause-analysis methodology to identify what led to past wrongful convictions to prevent them from happening in the future.

Additionally, the state could benefit from sentinel event reviews to resolve issues with false confessions. In recent years, there has been an uptick in false confessions and national attention on resulting exonerations. The following Nevada story illustrates this point and concerns the tragic death of a nursing student and a woman with mental illness.

In 1979, police in Shreveport, Louisiana contacted the Reno Police Department to inform them that Anita Porter, alias Cathy Woods, who suffered from schizophrenia and was an in-patient at a mental hospital, had confessed to murdering Michelle Mitchell. Mitchell was a nineteen-year-old nursing student at the University of Nevada, Reno whose body police found three years earlier in a residential garage with her hands tied behind her back and throat slashed open. Police officers questioned Woods, and in her admission, all that she told the officers about the murder was a recitation of what she had learned from the news. Woods also informed the officers of her mental illness, adding that she worked for the Federal Bureau of Investigations and that her mother attempted to poison her. Without questioning the veracity of the admission—given her mental illness—the officers deemed it to be a confession and they arrested Woods.

The prosecution relied almost exclusively on Woods’s confession even though the defense had a witness, inmate Kathy Murnighan, who was willing to testify that her cellmate’s boyfriend had killed Mitchell. The court called the boyfriend as a witness outside the jury’s presence where he denied the murder. Wood also refused to talk unless the court granted her immunity.
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ultimately, the court declined to allow Murningham to testify because it believed she was not trustworthy.\footnote{133 Id.}

Woods was convicted of first-degree murder in 1980 and the court imposed a life sentence.\footnote{134 Id.} Five years later, the Nevada Supreme Court reversed the conviction and found that the lower court should have allowed Murnighan to testify.\footnote{135 Id.} After a second trial that same year, Woods received a life sentence, again.\footnote{136 Id.}

Three decades passed before Woods was exonerated. With the assistance of the Rocky Mountain Innocence Center, Woods was appointed an attorney who requested DNA testing of a cigarette butt found near Mitchell’s body.\footnote{137 See sources cited supra note 125.} The DNA matched a male serial killer who was serving a life sentence in Oregon.\footnote{138 See sources cited supra note 125.} The court vacated Woods’s conviction in 2014, and the state dismissed its charges against Woods the following year.\footnote{139 Cathy Woods, supra note 125.} Woods had served thirty-five years in prison for a crime she did not commit and had falsely admitted to because of her mental illness.

If the Nevada criminal justice system used sentinel event review, Woods’s wrongful convictions would have triggered a system-wide review where state officials, the judiciary, and other stakeholders could have assessed the missed red flags that resulted in her wrongful convictions. In Woods’s case, she could have avoided a wrongful conviction not once, but twice. While the DNA science that would ultimately exonerate her was not available during Woods’s trial, a review of the interrogation, confession, and lack of real evidence in her case presents a learning opportunity for Nevada prosecutors to implement safety precautions to prevent future wrongful convictions.

Similarly, by adopting sentinel event review, Nevada could improve inmate health and safety across the state. The Nevada Attorney General’s office charged a correctional officer with involuntary manslaughter for shooting an inmate in 2014.\footnote{140 Dana Liebelson, Nevada Charges Ex-Prison Guard with Manslaughter for Shooting and Killing Handcuffed Inmate, HUFFINGTON POST (Apr. 18, 2016, 3:29 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/nevada-charges-guard-manslaughter-shooting-death-handcuffedinmate_us_5715058be4b06f35cb701612 [https://perma.cc/779X-W4DF].} The inmate, twenty-eight-year-old Carlos Perez, was fighting with another inmate when corrections officers arrived.\footnote{141 Id.} After both inmates were restrained, one of the officers fired at Perez with multiple live rounds of birdshot—he died with 60 pellets in his face and neck and 200 in his face and
arms.\textsuperscript{142} Perez died just four months before his release date.\textsuperscript{143}

Nevada’s inmate mortality rate is striking. A Nevada public radio study of detention facilities found that between 2001 and 2012, “80 percent of 379 prison deaths were due to medical problems.”\textsuperscript{144} On average, an inmate in Washoe County is five times more likely to die than anywhere else in the United States.\textsuperscript{145} An eleven-month-long investigation of the Washoe County Jail by the Reno Gazette Journal revealed that the high mortality rate—a 600 percent increase from 2015 to 2017—occurred as result of officer-inmate altercations and inadequate mental health treatment for inmates who demonstrated suicidal ideation, were detoxing upon arriving, or were decompensated while detained.\textsuperscript{146}

Regardless, the government is obligated by the Eighth Amendment to care for inmate safety.\textsuperscript{147} This includes protection from inmates, officers, and staff, as well as adequate medical and mental health services.\textsuperscript{148} It necessarily follows, then, that the local government must respond and correct its jail conditions within constitutional parameters.

Other inmate safety concerns, such as inadequate medical care and unnatural inmate deaths, make clear that Perez’s story is not unique. In 2008, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) sued Nevada officials after reviewing thirty-five claims that the state was “failing to rectify a pervasive pattern of grossly inadequate medical care at the Ely State Prison that creates a substantial risk of serious medical harm.”\textsuperscript{149}

As in the medical sector, sentinel event review of inmate deaths related to inadequate medical attention would identify the specific internal and external factors contributing to the inadequacy. A sentinel event review at the local jail
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level may include a review of the jail’s policies and procedures, contracts with vendors, staff training, budget, and staffing ratios to determine how the jail provides safety and mental health services. Additionally, a review team could collaborate with outside stakeholders to determine how intoxicated or mentally ill people arrive at the jail and whether there are detox centers or crisis stabilization centers where jails could stabilize individuals before transferring them to cells.

Sentinel event reviews of inmate deaths, unlike case-by-case reviews, reveal system-wide inefficiencies and call for system-wide solutions. The Reno Gazette Journal undertook a similar approach in reviewing the Washoe County Jail’s mental health system after an inmate, who was actively detoxing, died of excited delirium—“a condition precipitated by drug use or mental illness in which an agitated person enters a ‘fatal spiral’ while over-exerting himself, often during a struggle against restraints.” The investigators uncovered “fundamental breakdowns in the delivery of health care at the jail, particularly with mental health service and suicide prevention.” In that inmate’s specific case, the corrections officers had a written policy on excited delirium, but officers either did not know or did not follow it. In response, the jail officials pointed to external sources: Northern Nevada’s high suicide rate and lack of access to mental health services. Officials went on to state that inmates arrive “a mess” and the jail is not equipped to handle such “critical incident[s].” In that regard, the inmate suicide rate cannot be remedied by an internal jail policy alone. Rather, this system or statewide problem requires a statewide response.

A. Nevada’s Current Efforts in Criminal Justice Reform

The Nevada judiciary has taken several steps to reform the criminal justice system. At the state level, the Nevada Supreme Court has taken the lead in criminal justice reform efforts. The Court created several commissions tasked with reviewing and improving different areas of the law, among them: the Access to Justice Commission, the Blue Ribbon for Kids Commission, the Commission to Study the Administration of Guardianships, the Indigent Defense Commission, the Judicial Council Judicial Selection Commission, the Juvenile Justice Reform Commission, the Records Commission, the Statewide Rules of Criminal Procedure Commission, and the Commission to Study on Evidence-Based Pretrial Release.
At the local level, two issues have prompted courts to reform the criminal justice system. First, local jails are egregiously overcrowded. In the summer of 2016, Eight Judicial District Chief Judge David Barker issued a “depopulation order” for Clark County Detention Center (CCDC) to release low-level offenders to alleviate the overcrowding.156 CCDC had a bed shortage because the inmate population had increased by 20 percent from January to June of 2016.157 At one point, there were over 4,455 inmates in Las Vegas’s two jails, which had only 3,706 beds between them.158 The detention facilities had been previously ordered to depopulate, but the courts had failed to renew a previous order.159 This demonstrated that absent a court order, the jails were not prioritizing bed space for the most dangerous offenders.160 In fact, a 2015 report from CCDC showed that 73 percent of the inmate population consisted of pre-trial detainees.161 Studies show that jails do not need to detain every person awaiting trial because pre-trial detention contributes to a slew of adverse consequences.162 Clark County Commissioner Steve Sisolak described this cycle as a “ripple effect . . . [because] people unnecessarily incarcerated lose their jobs and homes.”163 Accordingly, CCDC’s large pre-trial population was comprised of inmates jailed simply because they could not afford bail, and inmates waiting for the Division of Parole and Probation to interview them to compile a pre-sentence investigation of the inmate for the judge—a process that takes an average of fifty days.164

The second issue, which is related to overcrowding, is the lack of a timely process to assess a defendant’s risk of harm to the community. For example, in 2016, Las Vegas Justice of the Peace Melanie Tobiasson, denied a prosecutor’s motion to revoke or increase a defendant’s bail, because the defendant had already posted the minimum fifteen thousand dollars and the judge had no evidence that he posed to a risk to the community.165 The defendant proceeded to
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shoot his girlfriend, injure their child, and then shoot himself outside of a day-
care center just two days later.\textsuperscript{166} Judge Tobiasson later explained, in an inter-
view, that “[t]here was no indication . . . at the time of th[e] preliminary hearing
that he had threatened [his girlfriend], or that he had been a threat to her.”\textsuperscript{167} Further, she might have ruled differently “if indications were made . . . that he
had been a threat to her.”\textsuperscript{168} Events like this call for the Nevada Supreme Court,
the Clark County District Attorney’s Office, and other leaders to review Neva-
da’s criminal justice system and implement changes to avoid error, work effi-
ciently and effectively, and promote public safety.

Nevada also has a variety of ad hoc committees through its state and local
government offices. Two examples, the Domestic Violence Fatality Review
Team (DVFRT)\textsuperscript{169} and the Child Fatality Review Team, gather domestic vio-
lence advocates, prosecutors, defense counsel, and law enforcement officials
after a domestic violence incident or child death occurs. The DVFRT reviews
selected cases to “identify red flags that may have indicated escalating levels of
violence and develop recommendations to improve systems designed to protect
victims of domestic violence.”\textsuperscript{170} The DVFRT exists at the state level, through
the Office of the Nevada Attorney General, and at the local levels through
Washoe and Clark counties.\textsuperscript{171} The DVFRTs were created by statute and its re-
results are not admissible in civil actions.\textsuperscript{172} Examples of its findings include: en-
suring that a language line or interpretation services are available for 911 op-
ervers and law enforcement responding to domestic violence emergency
 calls,\textsuperscript{173} and proposing an amendment so that persons convicted of “a misde-
meanor offense of battery constituting domestic violence are included in the list
of persons prohibited from owning or possessing a firearm.”\textsuperscript{174}
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The Child Death Review Teams at the state and local levels are also statutorily created. The teams are tasked with analyzing cases involving the death of any child under eighteen years of age across the state. The Clark County Child Death Review Team last issued a report in 2012. It reviews cases of natural deaths, such as Sudden Infant Death Syndrome; accidental deaths, such as drownings; suicides; and homicide deaths, such as weapon-involved, suffocation, and strangulation. Some of its recommendations include creating or supporting baby-safe-sleeping educational campaigns and drowning awareness campaigns. Both the DVFRTs and the Child Death Fatality Review teams demonstrate examples of sentinel event review.

1. The Clark County District Attorney’s Office Conviction Integrity Unit

Examples of localized sentinel event review can be found at the Clark County District Attorney’s Office, which has attempted to remediate wrongful convictions by creating the Clark County District Attorneys’ Conviction Integrity Unit (CIU). With this new unit, District Attorney Steve Wolfson planned to bring Nevada “in line with other major jurisdictions” throughout the country by taking an internal, proactive approach to identify and rectifying wrongful convictions. The new unit is tasked with re-examining “convictions where new evidence suggesting actual innocence has surfaced, and to guard against future error by adopting and implementing prosecution best practices.” District Attorney Wolfson added, “[i]t is essential to have a formal mechanism in place to allow cases to be reviewed when evidence of innocence surfaces.”

In creating the CIU, Wolfson acknowledged that a wrongful conviction can result from organizational error and that reviewing convictions is an opportunity to learn from the past to prevent future harm. In this way, the Clark County District Attorney’s Office, through the CIU, has adopted a root-cause analysis and non-blaming approach to identify errors within its system, then correct the errors by implementing changes in policy or procedure. Because the Clark County District Attorney’s office is already conducting sentinel event review
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with the CIU, the office could expand its efforts and participate in statewide multi-stakeholder sentinel event review systems.

What remains unclear is whether the CIU program—as an internal, overt operation—prevents wrongful convictions independent from collaboration with the defense bar, law enforcement, the bench, and other stakeholders. Without a multidisciplinary, stakeholder-inclusive approach, the CIU program is akin to the Swiss-cheese model that may limit its effectiveness and ability to provide meaningful system-wide change.

2. Advisory Commission on the Administration of Justice

Other criminal justice reform efforts involve out-of-state organizations. The Nevada Supreme Court’s Advisory Commission on the Administration of Justice (ACAJ) partnered with the Rocky Mountain Innocence Center (RMIC), an affiliate of the national Innocence Project, to work on a variety of statewide eyewitness identification reform efforts. In RMIC’s report to the ACAJ, the RMIC noted success in working with the Clark County and Washoe County District Attorneys’ offices in implementing the RIMC’s proposed best practices for eyewitness identification reforms. These include:

1) blind or blinded administration of a lineup (e.g. the officer conducting the lineup is unaware of the suspect’s identity or is prevented from seeing which lineup member is being viewed by the witness), [sic] 2) witness instructions that the perpetrator may or may not be present, [sic] 3) proper use of non-suspect fillers that do not make the suspect stand out, [sic] and 4) eliciting witness confidence statements at the time of the identification.

The RMIC, which reviewed Cathy Woods’s case and three other Nevada wrongful convictions based on false confessions, urged the state of Nevada, through the ACAJ, to adopt legislation mandating electronic recording of confessions. The RMIC’s survey of public defender offices statewide revealed that law enforcement agencies in the state’s most populous cities already had recording equipment available to them, but police officers had the discretion to use it or not. With no consistent statewide policies, judges lack information
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to determine the voluntariness of a confession, whether the confession is reliable based on an underlying mental illness, or whether an officer should be protected from frivolous claims of coercion.\footnote{Preventing Wrongful Convictions: Regulating Suspect & Informant Evidence, supra note 188.}

Aside from confession recordings, the RMIC recommended that the ACAJ and State of Nevada adopt the following policies:

- Statutorily requiring prosecution offices to maintain an internal system to track informants for impeachment purposes;
- Pre-trial reliability hearings;
- Pre-trial discovery for informant testimony; and

In reviewing the state’s wrongful convictions, the RMIC has identified sentinel events, reviewed organizational errors that led to the sentinel events, and made recommendations to the state to prevent future wrongful convictions. However, RMIC’s work is distinguished from typical sentinel event reviews systems because RMIC is an outside organization tasked with a specific goal-oriented project. Outside organizations, like RMIC, leave the state after delivering their report and recommendations. However, given the nature of the post-conviction appeal process, the sentinel event does not occur until after the court determines the defendant is wrongfully convicted. Thus, sentinel event review for wrongful convictions likely would not result in retributive justice. Sentinel event review could, however, prevent future wrongful convictions by generating a checklist for each case that would flag risks for error to prevent wrongful convictions or identify cases with potential for wrongful convictions.

Additionally, sentinel event review calls for a permanent and ongoing organization that is “activated” when a sentinel event occurs. Sentinel event review’s deliverable is an ongoing response and review; its implementations cannot be conditioned on a single grant-funded project. While organizations like RMIC provide much-needed assessment and support, for sentinel event review to succeed, it must be permanent and self-sustaining.

3. Nevada Supreme Court’s Committee to Study Evidence-Based Pretrial Release

One of the Nevada Supreme Court’s commissions, the Committee to Study Evidence-Based Pretrial Release, conducted an in-depth review of the state’s pretrial release practices. The Court created this committee after securing a grant from the United States Department of Justice Office of Justice Programs and the National Institute of Corrections (NIC) to establish a pilot program to
create and implement an evidence-based statewide pre-trial risk assessment tool. NIC finished the tool in February of 2016 and tested it in four jurisdictions in Clark and Washoe Counties. The state has since implemented the tool statewide and the NIC continues to provide technical assistance to staff who will be using the instrument to score pre-trial defendants and court officials who will be using the results to make pre-trial release decisions. While judges across the state are not required to use the pre-trial risk assessment tool, it is available to all Nevada judges and assists judges by providing information about a defendant’s “pending cases . . ., age at first arrest, whether he has a history of violent arrests, prior failures to appear and substance abuse history.”

Nevada Supreme Court Justice James W. Hardesty explained that the program had been more successful than anticipated in its trial phase and “sped up the entire process, allowing defendants to work with their lawyers and resolve cases more rapidly” in rural counties. Justice Hardesty said the risk assessments provide the judge more information to use in deciding who should be released from jail, “not simply relying on cash bail or bonds that many defendants can’t afford to pay.” Another feature of the tool is that it provides defendants with a courtesy reminder call the day before their scheduled hearing. In one instance, a mother was on her way to have an emergency cesarean section birth and, but for the reminder call, would have had an arrest warrant waiting for her after she gave birth.

The Nevada Supreme Court’s Committee to Study Evidence-Based Pretrial Release is an example of the coordinated action that could result from a statewide Sentinel event review team. A triggering event, like the man who shot and killed his girlfriend at the daycare, would trigger a sentinel event review. In that case, Judge Tobiasson could have used a pre-trial risk assessment to inform her decision to determine whether to revoke the defendant’s bail. Specifically, the defendant showed behavior typical of domestic violence offenders. For example, the defendant had forged his partner’s signature on a
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subpoena compelling her to testify against him. This behavior showed his unwillingness to cooperate with the court and comply with the temporary protection order ordering him to stay away from his partner. The signs were there, but the criminal justice system lacked the protocol to bring those red flags to light.

4. Statewide Juvenile Justice Improvement Initiative (SJII)

In 2016, the State of Nevada secured a grant from the United States Department of Justice Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency and Prevention to undertake a comprehensive review of the state’s juvenile justice system. Nevada Governor Brian Sandoval, by executive order, created the Statewide Juvenile Justice Improvement Initiative Task Force (SJII), a committee led by First Lady Kathleen Sandoval and comprised of legislators, judges, state and local juvenile justice leaders, and other stakeholders. The SJII will work with the Council of State Governments Justice Center (CSG), a national non-profit bipartisan group, to review the state’s juvenile justice system and assess the services available to youth who enter into both the juvenile justice and child welfare system. The SJII and CSG’s priority will be to “conduct an extensive data analysis of Nevada’s juvenile justice policies, practices, and resource allocation, from diversion through reentry” to determine whether the $89 million the State spends on juvenile justice statewide is working effectively to ensure juveniles do not recidivate. This will be carried out by implementing data collection protocols.

CSG acknowledged that Nevada has previously made significant efforts to reduce the census in youth-detention facilities, noting that the number of youths detained was at a ten-year low. In fact, between 2006 and 2014, juvenile arrests decreased by 47 percent and arrests for violent and weapons offenses de-
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creased 70 percent. Commitments to the Division of Child and Family Services for delinquent offenses also decreased by 54 percent over that same period. The group will present a report of its recommendations to the Nevada legislature in 2017.

The CSG’s approach will consist of: (1) analyzing quantitative data, (2) reviewing policy and practice procedures, and (3) presenting system-improvements recommendations and adopting new policies. In order to get a “comprehensive picture of statewide juvenile justice trends,” the task force will gather data from multiple juvenile justice jurisdictions and service providers, including, “referral, intake, diversion, detention, disposition, county probation, youth camps, DCFS commitments, Youth Parole Bureau (YPB) releases, as well as programs, services, recidivism, and other outcome data.” The task force will then facilitate focus groups and meetings with “key constituents across the state to garner their perspective and recommendations on system challenges and strategies for improvement.” The interviewees will include front-line staff, prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, probation and parole officers, and representatives from child welfare. The taskforce will also review current policies and procedures to determine if they align with evidence-based practices and desired outcomes. The results of the interviews and policy review will inform recommendations that the taskforce will present to state leaders. Finally, the CSG will assist Nevada in enacting these changes through legislation or policy reforms.

The SJII’s partnership with CSG and OJJDP mirrors the objective of sentinel event review systems. Together, these entities share a predetermined triggering sentinel event: juvenile recidivism. The SJII also has a collaborative interdisciplinary team of stakeholders coming together to review the sentinel event, policies and procedures that influenced whether the event occurred, and, finally, a reactive and preventive modality to enact change to remediate the harm.

However, the SJII differs from sentinel event review systems in one aspect: the lack of an ongoing review process. The SJII, like other state initiatives, is grant-focused. The group will write a report, present it to legislators, and hope to pass a bill. Once the grant money is gone, the review ends. The difference between review initiatives and the sentinel event review system is that stake-
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holders permanently adopt sentinel event review so that the reviews occur on an ongoing basis. Under sentinel event review, a triggering event would occur every time a child recidivates. Then, a team would come together to identify gaps in services that could have prevented the child from entering the juvenile system again. With the sentinel event review system in place, the SJJII, and the state as a whole could meet its goal of having an “outcome driven, and . . . individual child” driven juvenile justice system.218

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The criminal justice system reform efforts mentioned above show that Nevada currently uses a “Swiss-cheese” approach in addressing its criminal justice system issues.219 Nevada’s blue-ribbon panels, ad-hoc committees, and review teams do not provide an opportunity for intersectional review of sentinel events. These committees have a short-term focus, leaving unaddressed gaps in its review systems and opportunities for negative events to persist. Swiss-cheese models hurt the criminal justice system because they have “tunnel vision” and blame single entities for widespread failure.220 In-house and blue-ribbon commissions fail to question whether the system is reliable because there is no transparency in data or defendant access to the review commissions.221 The commissions do not communicate, track or share data, or coordinate policy implementation. Therefore, they are unlikely to result in long-term and meaningful change.

A. Who Should Be on a Sentinel Event Review Team in Nevada

It is important that states, like Nevada, implement sentinel event review at the state level. The Governor could use an executive order, like the SJJII, to create a comprehensive, state-wide sentinel event review team. State-level coordination will foster collaboration with stakeholders. In turn, stakeholders will be able to adopt evidence-based practices, collect uniform data, and communicate to provide uniformity across the state.

Nevada would also have to find a home for the sentinel event review. Nevada could implement a sentinel event review team through one of the Supreme Court’s initiatives, the Governor’s office, or a standing legislative task force committee. Another option is for the Nevada Attorney General’s office to house the sentinel event review team. The Attorney General’s office is a good
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option as it is a statewide agency that represents many of the stakeholders: the prisons, the health and human services department, and the state parole and probation office.

The sentinel event review team should include prosecutors, judges, defense counsel, advocates, members from civil society, former inmate representatives, academics, mental health professionals, lawmakers, and other social services entities. Importantly, this multi-disciplinary team would not replace the adversarial system. Rather, it would allow prosecutors and defense attorneys to zealously advocate for policies that will make the criminal justice system stronger and avoid future harm, thus progressing towards fundamental notions of impartiality, representativeness, and trust in the justice system.

B. Potential Obstacles in Implementing Sentinel Event Review

Implementing a sentinel event review team will take time and resources—a common obstacle for states already fighting for funding from limited resources, as is the case in Nevada. Other potential barriers include communication and privacy issues between the different organizations present at the table. Confidentiality is a major concern for hospitals, for example, because “[e]ven just the worry of litigation is enough to keep providers from engaging fully in the incident reporting process.” Confidentiality is key to meaningful review; without it, “reports will lack any useful mental impressions or thorough analysis” and the review will be a missed “opportunity to learn any lasting, meaningful lesson about the error—why it happened, and how another can be prevented” at a different facility. These concerns can be alleviated with a memorandum of understanding and confidentiality agreement between the stakeholders on the team.

Another potential barrier is time. The initial sentinel event review team must spend a considerable amount of time defining what events will be “sentinel,” if they will include adverse or near-miss events, and how the team will respond to events and investigate and implement change. The sentinel event review team will also have to spend a considerable amount of time talking about data collection and reporting.

A final potential obstacle is stakeholder buy-in and adopting a culture of non-blaming. Unlike sentinel events in the medical sector, mass incarceration cannot be traced to a single decision point. Instead, mass incarceration and jail overcrowding have been the result of years of individual sentencing and bail revocation hearings. Likewise, adopting a non-blaming culture is especially important for judges because, even though judges may have contributed to wrongful convictions, they will need to approve the sentinel event reviews going forward.

---
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CONCLUSION

Nevada would benefit from implementing a statewide sentinel event review system to improve its criminal justice system. Sentinel event reviews help prevent wrongful convictions, jail overcrowding, re-entry work, reduce pre-trial detention, and ensure inmate safety by having a statewide taskforce identify, investigate, and implement systemic policy changes to prevent sentinel events. Sentinel event reviews provide an opportunity to make an impactful change at the beginning, throughout, and at the end of the criminal justice pipeline. Nevada is already addressing multiple issues with its current criminal justice system through the Nevada Supreme Court and gubernatorial taskforces. However, Nevada would benefit by adopting a permanent methodology to provide ongoing review as opposed to short-term or report-oriented initiatives that attempt to resolve an issue at a fixed point in time.

“How we treat those who have made mistakes speaks to . . . our dedication to fairness, equality, and justice.” Sentinel event review systems recognize that humans, law enforcement, judges, attorneys, correctional officers, and criminals all make mistakes. However, these mistakes rely on a system’s status quo, and that system should not be immune from review. Adopting a sentinel event review system would hold justice professionals and the justice system accountable. Just as the medical sector no longer waits until a doctor operates on the wrong person before implementing a safe identification process, neither should the criminal justice system wait until more inmates commit suicide to provide adequate mental health services for the remaining population. Too many inmates have committed suicide, too many judges have wrongfully convicted the innocent and now that these events have gotten our attention, it is our duty, as professionals, to ensure to that we have a just, efficient, and effective criminal justice system. The way to achieve that is by adopting sentinel event review.

---
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